
Part II: Project Proposal !
Project title — Learning and memory in bang-sensitive Drosophila melanogaster 
Faculty Mentor — Christopher Jones, Associate Professor of Biological Sciences 
Student Researcher — Natalie Herb 
Project duration — 10 weeks, Monday June 1 through Friday August 7 !!
Description of the project — !
Studying bang-sensitive mutations in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster has been a long-term 
focus of my laboratory. Any one of these mutations results in the fly displaying seizures and 
paralysis upon violent stimulation (e.g. “banging” the container it’s held in, thus the name of the 
mutant class). Although researchers are still at an early stage in the study of these genetic lesions, 
they hold promise for better understanding human seizure disorders such as epilepsy. !
Although the primary phenotype, that of suffering seizures upon physical stimulation, is clear, 
the possible effects of these mutations on other phenotypes has not been well-studied. Learning 
and memory, another focus of my laboratory’s research, are such phenotypes. Does undergoing a 
seizure affect an animal’s ability to learn? To remember? How much? Can this effect, if it exists, 
be ameliorated? !!
Roles and responsibilities —  !
Natalie will be responsible for background research (reviewing what has been published about 
bang-sensitive mutants as well as what assays for learning and memory in fruit flies exist), 
growing and maintaining the appropriate fly stocks, planning and carrying out the experiments, 
and analyzing the results. !
My role will be to guide Natalie’s background research, coordinate the various aspects of the 
project (I will have a better idea than Natalie how much time will be required for the different 
stages and so will need to plan for how to best optimize the limited time we’ll have) and to serve 
as a voice of experience, having conducted many Drosophila behavior projects myself. !!
Weeks 1–3: Literature research and review; determination of learning/memory assays to try, 
initial set-up and running of assays with wild-type flies. !
Weeks 4–8: Test various bang-sensitive mutants in the assays, varying parameters such as seizure 
timing and severity. !



Weeks 9–10: Begin to prepare results for presentation at Scholars Day, the NCUR conference, 
and the Drosophila Research Conference (if appropriate). !
Student engagement in discipline-appropriate scholarly research — !
The experiments proposed here are of the type that are the bedrock of behavioral research using 
model organisms. Natalie will be carrying out the necessary review of the existing literature, 
deciding on which assays are most appropriate, making the necessary apparatus, growing and 
maintaining different mutant fly stocks, testing these stocks, and recording and analyzing her 
results. Hopefully we will go on to publish her results, which will further expand her experience 
with discipline-appropriate research. !!
Student contributions to the discipline — !
If the project is successful, I fully expect that we will be able to publish Natalie’s results, 
contributing directly to our knowledge of behavior genetics. I also expect this work to suggest 
further research avenues, contributing indirectly to the discipline but directly to the opportunities 
for students to carry out research in my laboratory in the future. !
I anticipate that Natalie’s work will be more than sufficient to merit presentation at regional and 
national conferences. In years past my SOAR students have presented their work at the regional 
Beta Beta Beta convention (Tri-Beta is the undergraduate biology honor society), the National 
Council for Undergraduate Research conference, and at the national Drosophila Research 
Conference. !
Part III: Student Statement of Purpose !
Project title — Learning and memory in bang-sensitive Drosophila melanogaster 
Student Researcher — Natalie Herb, Biology major, expecting to graduate May 2016 
Faculty Mentor — Christopher Jones 
Housing requested — yes !
Being able to participate in a SOAR summer research program this summer is an experience that 
I would genuinely love to have. As a biology major, I have taken many courses in the realm of 
biology and chemistry. However, I have found that Genetics has been my favorite subject. I 
particularly enjoyed being able to perform some experiments with the fruit fly, Drosophila 
melanogaster. In lab, I have gained experience working with the fruit flies on a smaller scale. 
However, by being able to work on one specific project for a longer duration, I believe that I will 
be able to develop new knowledge within the field of behavioral genetics. With the ability to 
conduct my own research in this field, I will be able to develop new insights within this branch 
of biology that I have not learned previously in the class. In addition, this would give me the 



opportunity to learn new laboratory techniques or to finely tune the techniques that I have used 
previously in lab. !
Specifically, I am interested in studying the bang-sensitive mutants since they have a possible 
correlation to seizure disorders. I have always had the desire to learn about the human body and 
any diseases or disorders that cause problems within it. It is my desire to attend dental school and 
doing a project such as this will help me to gain the skills necessary to conduct independent 
research and to help me to fine-tune some techniques regarding manual dexterity and problem 
solving that are necessary in order to be a successful dentist. In addition, since I would like to 
dedicate my future studies to teeth and the surrounding tissues of the mouth, I would be 
interested in being able to learn more about other diseases/disorders that I would not get the 
chance to study in the future, such as learning and memory within the brain. I have also always 
been interested in research within biology and being able to complete this project would allow 
me to further explore this interest by being able to conduct some research of my own. !
After completing the SOAR program, I would like to be able to present my research. As the 
president of Tri-Beta, the biology honor society, I would host presentation sessions throughout 
the fall semester in order to allow individuals, including myself, who had completed a summer 
research project to be able to present their projects on a smaller scale. This would give the 
presenters the opportunity to practice giving presentations for their work and also to promote 
research for those who attend the sessions. This will allow underclassmen to learn about the 
types of projects that can be done and help to inspire them to pursue a SOAR project themselves 
in the future. In addition, I would like to present my findings from the summer on the Student 
Scholarship and Creative Arts Day and possibly at the Beta Beta Beta convention or the 
Drosophila Research conference. Also, if the SOAR project is successful, I would like to be able 
to publish my results. !
Overall, I hope to find out whether there are any significant differences in the ability for 
bang-sensitive mutants to learn and retain information. Any findings relating to 
differences could prove to be useful in future research relating to seizure disorders. In 
addition, I would like to pursue research with fruit flies for an Honors project and being 
able to complete a SOAR project prior to the start of a longer project will allow me to 
better perfect my laboratory skills as well as my presentation skills. 

!
Part IV: Expense Proposal !
Expenses for this project (e.g. routinely-used laboratory supplies, fly food ingredients, 
specialized equipment) will be covered by the Department of Biological Sciences.


